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Introduction

Linux container provides high-performance lightweight computing
resource allocation and isolation [1]. Unlike virtualization, Linux container
does not require hypervisor layer and guest os. Instead, each container
runs natively on the host allowing it to achieve near-native performance.
This technology has been adopted by leading high-performance computing
company such as Google for many years [2]. By adopting the technology in
the computer cluster, task spin-up time is significantly decreased. Since
task spin-up time is a major cost of task migration, with reduced task spinup time, task migration is cheaper resulting in task rebalancing strategy
becomes a viable technique to improve cluster utilization.

Task Rebalancing Strategy

Figure 1. Comparison between virtual machine and Linux container

Tasks in any cluster system could be categorized roughly into 2 types, short-lived batch task and long-lived service task.
Although the majority of tasks in a cluster are batch task, they consume a small amount of resources. On the contrary, service
tasks, although small in number, take up most of the resources of a cluster [3]. Therefore, optimizing resource allocation of
service task can have a significant impact on the overall utilization of a cluster.
In traditional scheduling, a scheduler tries to find the most optimal placement for new task; allocated host machine then
executes scheduled task until the end of task’s life cycle. This strategy works fine for batch task. However, for service task,
task placement calculated at the beginning of execution may not stay optimal during the course of task’s lifetime, as the other
tasks are moving in and out of the cluster. Task rebalancing improve the scheduling process by allowing scheduled task to be
migrated to another host machine. Task placement is constantly reevaluated to reflect the current status of the cluster.
Task rebalancing is achieved by swapping only tasks on different host machines with comparable resources allocation
and significant resource usage difference. This method is utilized to preserve amount of allocated resources and available
resources on each host machine in order to minimize interference to the concurrently running scheduler. With task
rebalancing, hosts utilization is load-balanced, resulting in higher possibility of overcommitting success thus increasing
optimal overcommit factor and overall cluster utilization.

Figure 2. Example of task rebalancing in action

Evaluation Plan
Although theoretically possible, feasibility and practicality of using task rebalancing strategy remain unproven. We are
currently implementing a simulation to confirm the feasibility and practicality of using task rebalancing strategy with
container cluster. The simulation will be driven by real container cluster trace data provided by Google [4]. We are also looking
for others trace data provider.
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